This study proposes an analysis system for evaluating the intersegmental forces exerted on human lower limbs during walking motion. In existing analysis systems, the ground reaction force exerted on the feet is generally measured using force plates and the intersegmental forces are then estimated using an inverse dynamics approach. However, force plates are inconvenient and expensive. Accordingly, the present study proposes a new method for evaluating the intersegmental forces exerted on human lower limbs during walking without the need for force plates. In the proposed approach, the legs are modeled as a seven-link parallel manipulator. The kinematics and dynamics of the leg model are formulated, and the intersegmental forces are then derived using Newton-Euler theory based on the posture information obtained by gyroscopes accelerometers during walking motion. The results obtained from the analysis system for the intersegmental forces during walking motion are compared with experiment data obtained by using an load cells. It is found that the estimated results are in good agreement with measurement results. Thus, the basic validity of the proposed analysis system is confirmed.
Introduction
Gait analysis have been investigated for many years, and the development of a measurement method for gait analysis has been reported in a handbook on gait analysis [1] [2] . The gait analysis is generally a applied technology for treatment planning and assessment. The characters of stance and swing phase are the important information for understanding the lower-limb motion of humans and to estimate the patient condition, such as step length, step width, stride length, the angular positions, and the intersegmental forces of joints. The motion capture system established by using two ways: one is the image capture system, and the other one is applying the inertial measurement unit (IMU). The image motion capture system is composed of makers and high-speed cameras, and the angular positions, velocities would be obtained to understand the human motion via image analysis system [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In addition, markerfree measurement system was proposed by Courtney et al. [8] , wherein the motion capture method was based on spatiotemporal segmentation and model-based tracking. The motion capture system with inertial measurement unit is included the accelerometers/gyroscopes to measuring the gravity, and find included angles between the gravity direction and reference coordinates to define the posture of the human leg [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In initial stages, accelerometers or gyroscopes are applied to establish the measurement system with unitary sensors: Morris [10] proposed measuring the leg motion via accelerometers; Tong and Granat [13] develop a practical gait analysis system using uni-axial gyroscopes, which can be applied to measure the angular signals, inclination range, cadence, number of steps, stride length and walking speed; Mayagoitia et al. [14] applied accelerometers to obtain the posture variation and standing balance evaluation. Further, integrated kinematic sensor composed of accelerometers and gyroscopes would be design for motion capture system [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Wu and Ladin [18] [19] proposed and integrated kinematic sensor for kinesiological measurements. Researchers have also proposed improvement methods for gait analysis, such as wearable inertial motion sensor investigations [25] [26] [27] . Tanil et al. [28] established an integrated simulation environment for human gait analysis; this environment has been widely used for the diagnosis of pathological walking patterns and rating the effectiveness of therapeutic measures. However, these improvement measurement method [25] [26] [27] [28] focused on motion capture.
In gait analysis, intersegmental force and moment are two of the most important factors to estimate the muscle conditions of rehabilitant or patient. Some studies employed intersegmental force and moment of joints to identify the mechanical loading in the sagittal plane during amputee walking [29] , [30] , and some employed the effort torque in the frontal plane motion of the limbs of amputations [31] , [32] . Hurley et al. [33] found a significantly smaller peak horizontal force and no difference in the vertical force of the intact knee in comparison to those of nonamputees. In addition, Fey et al. [34] employed the three-dimensional intersegmental moment and force of the knee to determine the relationship between knee loading and walking speed. Further, the intersegmental force and moment have been derived by inverse dynamics analysis and the ground reaction force has been measured by a force plate or pressure scanning devices, which are the most important instrument to estimate the ground reaction force (GRF). Kepple and Siegel [35] developed to estimated the joint and support moment by two strain gauge force platforms. Dierick et. al [36] proposed a force measuring treadmill which provided the information included ground reaction force, centre of pressure position, and belt speed to gait analysis during different velocities motion. FornerCordero [37] derived the inverse dynamics calculation accordance with an pressure insoles which can be without constraining foot placement.
The intersegmental force and moment are usually estimated by inverse dynamics analysis, and ground reaction forces, which are necessary for this analysis, are measured by force plates. However, force plates are expensive and inconvenient. This motivated us to develop a measurement and analysis system that can estimate the intersegmental force and moment without measurement of ground reaction force and only by applying an motion capture system with inertial measurement unit (IMU). We considered the different ratio of loading upper body on left and right leg accordance with the dynamic equilibrium of mass center vector of the trunk and applied force of two legs. In addition, the posture animation of body in simulation would be synchronic with the intersegmental force estimation. In this study, we focused on the analysis of walking motions using this measurement system. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motion capture system with gyroscopes and accelerometers. Section 3 describes the seven-link manipulator system used to model the lower limbs of the human skeleton. In addition, the use of MATLAB simulations to compute the intersegmental forces acting on the lower limbs is briefly reviewed. Section4 describes the experimental procedure used to confirm the validity of the proposed analysis method and presents and discusses the results. Finally, Section 5 presents some brief concluding remarks and indicates the intended direction of future research. 
Motion capture system
In this study, the motion of the lower limbs during walking was recorded and analyzed using inertial measurement system comprising seven two-axis gyroscopes and three three-axis accelerometers (see Fig. 1 ). The gyroscopes were installed on the trunk, thighs, shanks, and feet to obtained their angular velocities and positions, and the accelerometers were set on trunk and feet to receive their line accelerations.
Model of human leg motion
In the analysis system proposed in this study, the lower limbs were modeled as a seven-link manipulator system comprising two leg-links parallel-connected with trunk and inter-connecting joints. In performing the analysis, it was assumed that the leg model remained in a state of dynamic equilibrium at all times. Furthermore, an assumption was made that the leg motion was similar to that of an inverted series pendulum system. In accordance with robotics theory, the dynamics of the leg motion were analyzed by first defining the coordinates of various points on the legs and then establishing the kinematic and dynamic motions of the various joints and links using the Newton-Euler theory. The intersegmental forces acting on each leg were then derived from the force and moment equilibrium equations of the respective links.
First, the observed coordinates are defined as reference coordinate X 0 Y 0 Z 0 , where Y 0 is the gravity direction and X 0 is the forward direction of walking motion. We simplify the leg as three-link manipulator composed by foot, tibia, and femur. Here, five coordinates for right and left legs (denoted as R-and L-) are respectively as:
, located on the middle point of phalanges; (3) Talus coordinates connected links. Note that the two legs were assumed to be symmetrical. In performing the analysis, the masses of the feet, shanks, thighs, and trunk were denoted as m foot , m shank , and m thigh , respectively the link lengths of the feet, insteps, shanks and thighs were denoted as l foot , l instep , l shank , and l thigh , respectively; the mass center inertia of feet, shanks, and thighs observed form their coordinates were denoted as I foot , I shank , and I thigh .
Having defining the transform matrices and parameters of legs, the angular positions and velocities of links were measured by the moment capture system, i.e., the IMU sensors obtained the angular velocities ω R-p , ω R-ankle , ω R-knee , ω R-hip for right leg motion, and ω L-p , ω L-ankle , ω L-knee , ω L-hip for left leg motion. The angular positions were defined by integrating, and the angular accelerations of joins were obtained accordance with the differentiation of their angular velocities. In addition, the accelerations of feet, R-foot v R-foot v and L-foot v L-foot v , were defined accordance with the accelerometers on feet. Based on the state variables of leg motion, the forward equation of Newton-Euler theory was applied to formulate the kinematic equations of the leg motion; comprising the linear acceleration on sagittal plane of each link R-foot
v . The linear acceleration of each link can be derived as follows:
For right leg:
R-sh R-th R-sh R-sh R-th R-thigh R-shank R-knee thigh R-knee R-knee thigh
For left leg:
The corresponding forces exerted on the trunk were then derived based on the dynamic equilibrium. First, the line and angular acceleration of trunk, a trunk and α trunk , were measured by the two-axis accelerometer and three-axis gyroscope installed on trunk; the mass center inertia of trunk observed from its coordinates was denoted as I trunk ; the mass of trunk was denoted as m trunk . Here, we assume the directions of supported forces of two legs on trunk were the same with the directions of thighs (see Fig. 3 ). Accordance with posture of legs, we defined the unit vectors along right and left legs and denoted as u R-th and u L-th , and the forces applied on trunk at hips, f R-hip and f L-hip , could be formulated as
where f R-hip and f L-hip were the amount of force applied on trunk at hip joints. The force equilibrium equations of trunk could be formulated as R-hip R-th L-hip L-th trunk trunk f f m u u a g (6) where g was the gravity vector. The f R-hip and f L-hip would be solved based on the dynamic equations on the sagittal plane. However, there were no solutions from above equations while the coefficient matrix of f R-hip and f L-hip were dependent, i.e., the directions of two thighs were approximated. So that, we considered the trunk was supported one leg while the included angle of two legs were under 15 degrees. Then, the corresponding forces exerted on the leg-links were then derived using the Newton-Euler backward equations. First, we defined the mass center vectors and denoted i-link from j-joint as Δr i-j , i.e., Δr R-foot-p , Δr R-foot-ankle , Δr R-foot-heel , Δr L-foot-p , Δr L-foot-ankle , and Δr L-foot-heel were the mass center of feet from phalange, ankle, and feel joints, respectively; Δr R-shank-talus and Δr R-shank-knee , Δr L-shank-talus and Δr L-shank-knee were the ones of shanks from taluses and knees; Δr R-thigh-knee , Δr R-thigh-hip , Δr L-thigh-knee and Δr L-thigh-hip were the ones of thighs from knees and hips; Δr CoM-R-hip and Δr CoM-L-hip were the ones of trunk from right and left hips. Note that the mass center vector were observed from coordinates and varied with postures. We denoted f R-knee and f L-knee as force applied on thighs at knee joints; f R-ankle and f L-ankle as force applied on shank at ankle joints. They could be formulated as following:
Finally, the forces exerted on the feet, f R-foot , f L-foot , would be formulated based on the force and moment equilibrium equations. The accelerations of feet were captured by the three-axis accelerometers on feet, and the dynamic equations of the feet were shown as following: However, the forces exerted on the feet were the total forces applied on phalange and heel (see Fig. 4 ). Accordance with the height of heels and phalanges, we could determine that whether the hell and phalange were all contacted ground or not, and the solutions would be distinguished into three conditions: only heel contacted, only phalange contacted, and all of them contacted. Furthermore, we referred to the data about trajectory of the pressure center of foot during walking motion [38] , and determined the weight (w R-ph , w R-heel , w L-ph and w L-heel , considered between 0 and 1) of forces exerted phalanges and heels. 
Validation experiment and results discussion
The validity of the proposed analysis system was evaluated by performing a series of walking motions using a single male participant with an age of 24 years, a height of 1.66 m and a weight of 66 kg. As described in the previous section, in analyzing the kinematics and dynamics of the walking motion, movements of the lower limbs in the frontal and transverse planes were neglected. In practice, this was achieved by carefully straight the walking motion, i.e., the walking motion was in sagittal planes, and no sway in frontal and transverse planes. In addition, the effects of arm motion were also ignored; with the subject being asked to keep the hands on the chest while performing the single-step movements. The intersegmental forces exerted on each link of the leg model were computed via MATLAB in accordance with the equations derived in the previous section. Note that in performing the computations, the anthropometric data were assigned the values shown in Table 1 , and the proportions of link mass to body weight and length to height are referred to the technical report by Dempster [39] and literature [40] . The accuracy of the analysis system was evaluated by computing the correlation coefficient (R) between the estimated value of the force exerted on the supporting foot and the actual force measured by load cells installed at phalange and heel. The validation test comprised twenty trials, and the accuracy would be identify via comparing with each trial consisting of walking motions. Fig. 5 compares the estimated value of the force acting on feet with the experimental data obtained using the load cells. From inspection, the correlation coefficient between the estimated and experimental results is found to be R = 0.926~0.952 (average 0.939). In other words, a good agreement exists between the two sets of results. Thus, the basic validity of the proposed analysis system is confirmed. Fig. 6 show the results obtained from the proposed analysis system for the intersegmental forces exerted during the walking motion, respectively.
Conclusion
This paper has proposed a method for analyzing the intersegmental forces exerted on the human lower limbs during walking without the need for force plates. The validity of the proposed method has been demonstrated by comparing the estimated value of the force acting on the feet with the experimental data obtained using the load cells, and the estimated intersegmental forces during walking motion are in good qualitative agreement with the results presented in the literature obtained using insole pressure sensors and force plates, respectively. However, the formulations of force exerted on hip would be distinguished into two conditions, two-leg-supported and one-legsupported conditions, and the switch equation between two conditions was programmed as a step function. It would cause that the applied force appeared un-continuous variation, such as t = 0.74, 1.02, and 1.34 seconds. In further, the switch equation between two conditions will considered smoothly.
